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Abstract 
Machine learning (ML) is an area of computer science that gives computers the 

ability to learn data patterns without prior programming for those patterns. 

Using neural networks in this area is based on simulating the biological 

functions of neurons in brains to learn patterns in data, giving computers a 

predictive ability to comprehend how data can be clustered. This research 

investigates the possibilities of using neural networks for classifying email, i.e. 

working as an email case manager. A Deep Neural Network (DNN) are multiple 

layers of neurons connected to each other by trainable weights. The main 

objective of this thesis was to evaluate how the three input arguments - data 

size, training time and neural network structure – affects the accuracy of Deep 

Neural Networks pattern recognition; also an evaluation of how the DNN 

performs compared to the statistical ML method, Naïve Bayes, in the form of 

prediction accuracy and complexity; and finally the viability of the resulting 

DNN as a case manager. Results show an improvement of accuracy on our 

networks with the increase of training time and data size respectively. By 

testing increasingly complex network structures (larger networks of neurons 

with more layers) it is observed that overfitting becomes a problem with 

increased training time, i.e. how accuracy decrease after a certain threshold of 

training time. Naïve Bayes classifiers performs worse than DNN in terms of 

accuracy, but better in reduced complexity; making NB viable on mobile 

platforms. We conclude that our developed prototype may work well in tangent 

with existing case management systems, tested by future research. 

 

Key words: Machine learning, neural network, DNN, Naive Bayes, network 

complexity. 
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Terminology 
Abbreviations 

DNN Deep Neural Network. 

NB A conditional probability ML method called the Naïve 

Bayes classifier. 

Neuron An artificial neuron in this paper that has weights and 

added bias with an activation function. 

Overfitting When a model is optimized over data to the point that 

it plots even measurement errors or statistical errors so 

that it reacts poorly on new data. 
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1 Introduction 
In most work places there exists monotonous work that requires a human 

presence – such as, sorting vegetables or choosing a good product. Working 

with these experience-demanding tasks requires some prior level of cognitive 

function, experience or knowledge, of these areas. These tasks have become 

increasingly automated in recent years with the introduction of ML (Machine 

Learning). One developing field of ML is the use of neural networks in order to 

further emulate brain like functions of humans to automate increasingly 

complex tasks. Although these neural networks are a novel idea for ML, it is a 

computationally expensive one compared to traditional ML methods e.g. Naive 

Bayes [1][2] Therefore comparing neural networks with traditional methods for 

certain applications are relevant and even necessary. 

 

1.1 Background and problem motivation 

ML is a method of data analysis that enables systems to learn from data and 

make decisions on their own. The reason for this recent high interest in machine 

learning is partly due to an increased availability of data for analysis as well as 

the increase of cheap computational power, making resource demanding 

machine learning solutions viable. [3] 

 

NLP (Natural Language Processing) is the result of using machine learning on 

natural language to evaluate words, sentences and voice recognition to create 

solutions for e.g. document searches, speech-to-text, text translations, speech 

translations and more. More recent advances into artificial neural networks 

have created novel learning solutions that comes with praised success for 

applications within NLP [4][5]. Research have shown that most neural network 

approaches in text classification outperforms traditional state-of-the-art 

methods in most NLP objectives e.g. sentiment analysis and text classification 

[5][6][7][8]. 

 

Although neural networks are promising, it is still a computationally expensive 

solution and a fairly new approach to NLP with unknown performance for new 

datasets, in order maximize the results of a neural network we need to test 

which configurations should be made for a dataset. If a cheaper traditional 

method like Naive Bayes achieves a comparable performance to specific NLP 

tasks, it may even be more preferential to use Naïve Bayes instead. 

 

1.2 Overall aim 

Lean Yu et al. [9] shows that data handling and neural network size will have an 

impact on neural network performance but give no general rules of data size nor 

how complex a network model needs to be for achieving some objective. They 

infer that these rules are dependent on the properties of each dataset, requiring 

custom configuration for the targeted dataset. 
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The company funding this thesis, Easit, needs a text classification example 

working on some of their data in order to take inspiration and to further develop 

an automated product. In the thesis, a neural network will be integrated as a 

prototype case management system for their email classification, to ensure that 

a mail is forwarded into their correct departments.  In order to help further 

development in the future the thesis will focus solving the general rules and 

network configuration for this dataset as stated by Lean Yu et al. [9], to give an 

idea on data size and neural network complexity required for good performance 

based on the data owned by the company. 

 

The thesis aims to further evaluate neural networks as a better ML method than 

Naive Bayes based on increased accuracy in natural language classification 

with consideration of the increased computation required for neural networks. 

 

1.3 Delimitations 

This thesis will use an untrained word embedder, meaning that relations 

between words in the datasets will not be quantified, see more in chapter 2.1.4, 

reason being data and time limitations in order to build and train such a model. 

 

1.4 Concrete goals 

The first objective of the thesis is to compare different deep neural network 

configurations i.e. testing neural networks for different data sizes and training 

times to show how the rules of network model complexity, data size and 

training time affects the accuracy of the model. The network model will be a 

simple feed-forward deep neural network described in 2.1.3. 

 

The second objective of the thesis is to evaluate the best performing neural 

network with a Naïve Bayes classifier i.e. to measure if the differences 

between the two methods are significant compared to their respective 

computation differences. 

 

The third objective of the thesis will be to evaluate the performance of the 

neural network as a case management system i.e. to classify incoming email 

from Easit’s customers into the correct departments of the company in order to 

give general model specification rules based on data of the company. 

 

The performance of a model will be measured by accuracy. Accuracy is the 

percentage of correct predictions made by the model out of the total predictions 

that are tested.  

1.5 Outline 

Chapter 2 informs the background knowledge and related work regarding this 

thesis. Chapter 3 describes the methods used in this project and how the results 

were interpreted. Chapter 4 shows how the project was constructed and how to 

construct tests with good accuracy. Chapter 5 shows the results of the perfor-

mance evaluations further discussed with conclusions in chapter 6. 
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2 Theory and related work 
In this section, background knowledge for this project  is shown in section 2.1, 

other related work to our research question are evaluated and is used to 

underline this thesis in chapter 2.2, and the tools used for tests and development 

is presented in chapter 2.3. 

 

2.1 Theory 

Machine learning can be described as a science that allows computers to learn 

from experience like humans without being programmed. The usual goal is to 

build a model to accurately predict some output based on previous input. These 

ideas have been used in a variety of applications, text classification, speech 

recognition, image recognition, spam filters and more [10][11]. 

 

There are different methods to for training machine learning models. The most 

used ones are supervised and unsupervised learning. In supervised learning; the 

model uses labels, i.e. the class we want to predict; on data to train on and later 

predict these labels on unlabeled data. Unsupervised learning does not have any 

labels and therefore works by clustering similar data together. 

 

The chapters below goes into detail of neural networks concepts and the Naive 

Bayes algorithm and other tools that will be used in the thesis. 

 

2.1.1 Naïve Bayes classifier 

The Naïve Bayes classifier (NB) is a conditional probability model, it models 

the probability of a feature to occur in a certain classification based on the 

training labels provided and then simply adds each feature probability together 

and evaluate what classification has the highest probability for a specific data 

point, see figure 2. 

 

According to Bal M. [12] et al. Naïve Bayes classifiers assume that a variable 

on a given class is independent on other variables. For example if a word was 

perceived by a certain probability to point towards a class, other words next to 

this feature could not affect the probability value of the before mentioned word,  

leading to problems when classifying natural language. 

 

As an example if we want to determine if a text is positive or negative, also 

called sentiment analysis, after some training NB can determine that “angry” is 

negative and “happy” is positive. A problem occurs when a text like: “I am the 

opposite of angry” is therefore classified as negative. Kumar J. et al. [13] shows 

that each word/feature is independent. Therefore this text would give a false 

positive, i.e. the classifier labels the data point as positive whereas it is in fact 

negative. 
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Figure 1. Naive Bayes basic structure. [12] 

According to Bal [12] et al. Bayes theorem is summated to the following 

equation: 

 

𝑝(𝐶𝑘|𝑥) =  
𝑝(𝐶𝑘)𝑝(𝑥|𝐶𝑘)

𝑝(𝑥)
 (1) 

Where 𝑝(𝐶𝑘) is the probability of class k, 𝑝(𝑥|𝐶𝑘) is derived probability of query 

x given class k and 𝑝(𝑥) which is the probability of a query x. 

 

2.1.2 Neural network basic principles 

Most ideas are inspired from nature, one of those is the Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN) inspired from how brain cells work. The ANN is used in 

machine learning for example in classification and predictive modeling. ANN is 

a network of nodes connected to each other much like how neurons work in a 

brain. 

 

Figure 2. The artificial neuron. [14] 

A neuron in ANN takes a record of 𝑁 inputs or connections that are weighted 

and added with a bias. This netted value is transferred to an activation function 

that can give an output of {0 to 1} which determines if the neuron should 

activate and by how much. [14][15] 
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2.1.3 Deep Neural Network 

A standard neural network is built on at least three layers, an input layer, a 

hidden layer and an output layer where every layer consists of multiple neurons. 

Each neuron is connected to every neuron in the next layer and so on. A 

standard DNN network is defined by depth i.e. having two or more hidden 

layers. A DNN can also be known as a feed forward network because it takes 

input on the first layer and feeds its output to the next layer until the network 

has an output. [16] 

 

Figure 3. Deep Neural Network. [15] 

A neural network works by calculating a numerical label based on the values 

given in the input layer. After the network has an output it measures its 

calculated label with the true label in order to find the error value. With this 

error the network initializes backpropagation, backpropagation takes the error 

over each weight and adjusts them to give the desired label. All of these actions 

mentioned is called a training step. To make the network learn from its input, it 

is put through a series of training steps making the error value smaller over 

time. [16] 

 

2.1.4 Text representation 

In order for computers to understand natural language, encoding words into 

numerical values is an essential step. There are some common ways to encode 

words for ML: Bag-of-Words (BoW), One-Hot encoding and word embedding.  

 

2.1.4.1 Bag of Words 

The BoW method essentially creates a vocabulary and counts the number of 

times a word has been mentioned and encodes this into an array. For example 

the text “dog cat house” is separated in an indexed vocabulary where each word 

has a unique vector value with a length of the vocabulary. For example “dog” is 

{1, 0, 0} and “cat” is {0, 1, 0}. This format also records the repetition of a word 
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in text, “dog house cat dog dog cat” encodes to {3, 2, 1}. 

2.1.4.2 One-hot 

One-Hot encoding works mostly the same way as BoW, it describes each word 

as a unique vector representing that that word. A sentence would be made of a 

binary sequence where each position corresponds to the presence of a word. To 

illustrate, if we use our vocabulary from above, the text “dog house cat dog 

dog” is represented as {1, 1, 1}.   

2.1.4.3 Word embedding 

The problems with previously mentioned methods is that long texts such as 

books or documents will have long vocabularies, resulting in long vectors that 

are mostly empty. A solution to this is called word embedding. It is the 

collective name for techniques that are used to map words into a short array of 

real values. One example of the techniques used is TF-IDF vectorization which 

removes unimportant words such as “a”, “is”, “the” and “so”. There are also 

techniques that use neural networks to estimate the context of the words so that 

a word can be visualized and calculated in the resulting vector space. For 

example such vectors would enable summations such as: man + royal = king. 

This enables word embedding’s to keep relevant information while being of 

small length. 

 

2.2 Related work 

The goal of this thesis is to evaluate deep neural network with a traditional 

machine learning algorithm like Naive Bayes to find if ML users should invest 

in neural networks. A’fifah A. [17] et al. gives comparative performance 

differences between deep learning and machine learning. One of the main 

differences is that they do not show how overfitting may affect the balance nor 

do they show how different data sizes can affect the results. 

 

Creating a predictive model using Neural Networks is nothing new, Siwei Lai 

[6] et al used a fusion of state-of-the-art neural network models called 

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) that is used to handle the time aspect of 

data, for example what order of words are in that gives the significance of a 

sentence, and a Convoluted Neural Network (CNN) that can capture more 

words that are left out by the biased algorithm of RNN that makes later words 

more dominant than the previous. Their research also draws comparisons to 

older machine learning models but not Naive Bayes. While Siwei Lai [6] et al. 

also shows the maximum acquired performance for their models, they do not 

show how different data can skew these results. 

 

In this paper we want to study if a simple Deep Neural Network can give a 

quantitative improvement in accuracy compared to a classic Naive Bayes 

classifier on text classification. With additional evaluations on how this 

accuracy is affected by data size and training time. 
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2.3 Machine Learning Tools 

There exists multiple environments to develop machine learning solutions, 

though the most common tool for developing neural networks is Tensorflow 

[18]. Because this tool is an API for either Python, C, or Java, we are 

constrained to those environments when using this tool. 

 

Chapter 2.3.1 – 2.3.5, describes each tool used in the thesis. 

2.3.1 Tensorflow 

Tensorflow was originally developed by the Google Brain team, is an open 

source software library which yields high performance computations and comes 

with strong support for deep learning and machine learning [19]. This tool was 

used to build the architecture and test bench of the deep neural network. 

 

2.3.2 Natural Language Toolkit 

The Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) is a tool that was used to identify tokens 

and to stem Swedish words found in the data, i.e. reducing the word to its root 

form making words with differing inflections the same. 

 

2.3.3 Python 

Python is a high-level, object-oriented, interpreter language. It is easy to learn 

and has no compilation step. This makes edits and tests much faster. Python was 

used to house the Tensorflow and NLTK modules and enables rapid 

development with its ease of use and fast test cycles. [20] 

 

2.3.4 Pandas 

Pandas is a Python module that was used for file reading and “dataframe” 

manipulation. In Pandas a dataframe is what is called a matrix of data where 

rows contains each email in this project, columns describes the features of each 

email document. [21] 

 

2.3.5 Scikit-Learn 

Scikit-learn (sklearn) is a module that provide tools for data mining and was 

used to implement and test the Naive Bayes classifier. 
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3 Method 
This section will present the methods for handling the collected data, the 

evaluation of word representations, the development method for the prototype, 

and the method for evaluating each goal of the thesis: the DNN configuration, 

the DNN and NB comparison, and the DNN performance as a case 

managements system. 

 

3.1 Prototype development method 

This project is a proof-of-concept for future ML applications, therefore we do 

not need to develop a working end-user product. The development of this 

project is focused on data preparation, Naive Bayes classifier, tests 

development, Tensorflow framework development, DNN construction, and 

finally performance evaluations. 

During the thesis, the dataset will be continuously evaluated while it is 

processed to discover anomalies that can affect the results. After completing the 

basic steps of pre-processing, the test benches for Naive Bayes and DNN will 

be constructed. We will apply our findings from the dataset while the test 

benches are constructed. The test bench in Tensorflow will then be appended 

for additional DNN configurations mentioned in section 1.4. Performance 

evaluations will be the final step of the thesis. 

 

3.2 Method for data preprocessing 

Research shows that 50% to 70% of time invested in building a data analysis 

tool is spent on data evaluation and preprocessing [22]. Real world data is 

inconsistent, there are often mistaken data and missing values. Preprocessing 

transform messy real world data into a format that can be handled more easily 

by machines. 

 

In this project there are three main features of data for email classification; the 

body, where the main text of an email is stored; the head, a title or short 

description of the email subject; and the department, this is what we want to 

predict with our model. Figure 4 shows our steps for preprocessing in this 

paper. 
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Figure 4. Preprocessing. 

From the data collected for the thesis, we filter it through a three step process: 

removing entries with missing values, removing data points with foreign or 

unknown languages to the main language - Swedish - used in the data; and 

removing stop words for each data point and stemming each word. 

 

3.2.1 Removing entries with missing values 

For data points missing either header or body information, we remove in order 

to keep the data uniform. Although it is wasteful to remove data points with 

only missing headers or body, presumably there are minimal data points with 

missing values, therefore minimal data will be lost. 

3.2.2 Removing entries with wrong languages 

The company receives email from real people speaking different languages. 

Therefore necessitating the need for handling these outliers in the data. As be-

fore, we presume that the amount of outliers are small with regards to that the 

company mainly communicates in Swedish; we can therefore safely remove 

those data points.  

We use a ported library, from Google’s language detection, into python called 

langdetect. This tool takes a text of sufficient length and prints different proba-

bilities for languages. We iterate through our dataset and remove entries that the 

tool presumes to be a different language from Swedish. 

The original language detection algorithm scored an accuracy of 99.2% for 

most medium length texts, meaning a minimal loss of Swedish data entries us-

ing this algorithm. [23] 

3.2.3 Removing stop words and stemming data 

Stop words are the words in a sentence that doesn’t contribute to a semantic 

meaning of a text, e.g.: the, and, it. It is regular practice to remove these words 

for higher ML performance and reduced data to analyze [24]. In natural lan-
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guage there exists a canonical form of all words that can be transmuted into dif-

ferent forms, e.g.: laugh, laughter, laughing. In most natural language applica-

tions these variations are redundant when analyzing meanings from texts and 

are therefore not needed when used with ML. [24][25] 

We apply the NLTK for stemming the data, i.e. a crude attempt to lemmatize 

each word in a text to its canonical form by clipping common endings from in-

flections of words; e.g.: -ter, -ing, from the word laugh above. The toolkit will 

additionally be used for its capability for tokenizing, and basic stop word re-

moval for Swedish. Although the stemming phase will most likely produce lexi-

cal errors in words, fortunately only our ML methods will interact with these 

words and they don’t care about correct spelling. 

3.3 Choosing text representation 

For this thesis we want to use a word embedder, see section 2.1.4.3. This word 

embedder will take seemingly important words and create a 128 real value array 

representing the words taken from attributes in our dataset; though the word 

embedding will not be trained on the Swedish language, it will be mainly used 

for producing low dimensional vectors for the DNN. This means that it will not 

provide any relational advantage to One-Hot encoding, only a computational 

advantage to neural networks that have trouble with sparse input data [26]. 

 

3.4 Evaluation 

The main evaluation method for our ML models are their accuracy in predicting 

labels. We also want to evaluate our models for overfitting. Overfitting is when 

a model optimize its parameters to perfectly fit training data while giving worse 

performance on new data. This gives a very high accuracy on the data we use to 

train on, but if we predict data that the model is not trained on, we get a low 

accuracy. Figure 5 describes the concepts of overfitting and underfitting by 

visualizing a function fitting scenario. 

 

Figure 5. Underfitting and overfitting. [27] 

For these reasons, we split our dataset into two thirds for training our models 

and one third for tests. By testing the label prediction of the models on both 

datasets, we can measure the accuracy differences and conclude if our model is 

overfitting. 

In section 3.4.1 – 3.4.3, we present how each goal introduced in 1.4 are 

evaluated in the thesis. 
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3.4.1 Deep Neural Network configuration evaluation 

In order to find the optimal neural network configurations for our dataset type, 

we will iterate: data size, and training time, with different network 

configurations and measure the prediction accuracy- and overfitting of the 

resulting model. 

This thesis will also be using loss values to estimate model performance. Unlike 

accuracy, loss is not a percentage. It is the total summation of errors found 

when trying to predict each training or validation dataset. 

Due to time constraints, it is not feasible to train on a vast amount of structure 

complexities, i.e. neural network configurations; because training neural 

networks are notorious for their demand of computation durations. In this thesis 

we test three different structures, from two- to three layers and one test structure 

that we will use to see how different data can affect the resulting score. As 

mentioned in chapter 2.1.3 a DNN is defined by having an input layer, output 

layer and two or more hidden layers. In this project we will introduce four main 

DNN structure candidates.  

1. A DNN with two hidden layers where the first layer is 512 neurons in 

width and a second hidden layer with 128 neurons in width. We call this 

model the 512x128 DNN. 

2. A DNN with three hidden layers. The first layer is 512 neurons, the 

second 512 neurons and the last layer is 256 neurons. This model is 

called 512x512x256 DNN. 

3. A DNN with two hidden layers, 1024 and 256 neurons respectively. 

Called 1024x256 DNN 

4. A DNN with the structure: 1024x256 as above, and the data is weighted 

more to a single label than the others, i.e. for a dataset we feed the 

neural network training data that has more instances with a specific 

label making the model recognize that label better than others. 

With these structures we can evaluate how the model complexity and data 

differences, affects the resulting accuracy. 

 

3.4.2 Deep Neural Network and Naive Bayes comparison 
evaluation 

For the Naïve Bayes and DNN comparison we are interested in comparing the 

best performing neural network accuracy with the accuracy of an optimal Naive 

Bayes classifier. We are also interested in the complexity differences for train-

ing their respective models. 

For this comparison, we ensure that both models use the same data for training 

with no additional pre-processing aside from those presented in 3.1. By measur-

ing the difference in accuracy for their best result, i.e. for different amounts of 

training data or training time. The complexity differences can be measured in; 
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for example, time for training to complete; but with how training time with Na-

ïve Bayes is static for a given dataset and how training for neural networks can 

be stretched indefinitely, we are interested in solving the mathematical differ-

ences in complexity with regards to accuracy. For this measurement we calcu-

late the complexities for each model with a given accuracy and evaluate the dif-

ferences. 

 

3.4.3 Evaluating Deep Neural Network as a case management 
system 

Most case managements software’s today use chronological rules for their auto-

mated responses or case assignment, i.e. every automation feature in such a sys-

tem must be hardcoded. The system therefore acts predictably. While using a 

ML method for automation in such a system will not be predictable and may 

make the wrong actions that may affect the proprietors negatively. 

The evaluation of the prototype as a case management system therefore is a 

subjective judgement of the model accuracy scores; the data availability, i.e. 

how much data exists for a given label/department; and how tolerant the system 

needs to be for any misclassifications. For our case manager prototype, we want 

to minimize the work of manually redirecting emails to other departments, 

hence we want a solution that is better than a random classification. 
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4 Results from data evaluations 
and prototype development 
In this section we present the results from each step during the development of 

our prototype in chronological order: from data evaluation and pre-processing 

to the test bench development. 

4.1 Data evaluation and pre-processing results 

Searching for the features of our dataset was accomplished using a custom file 

reader, granting us the ability to evaluate the data and drawing conclusions, see 

code for the file reader and label counter in appendix A. Using a counter tool, 

we evaluate how many labels/departments there exists within the dataset and 

how the data points are distributed for each label. See table 1. 

Table 1. Leaf directories distribution. 

Leaf labels Number of emails 

1. Mobile 58254 

2. Mobile/Subscription/MEX 35784 

3. Mobile/Subscription/stand-alone 30203 

4. *** 10524 

23. Other 3 

 

By summating each subdirectories in the dataset, we can observe the root labels 

for each email in table 2. 

Table 2. Root directories distribution. 

Root labels Number of emails 

1. Mobile 125374 

2. Fixed telephony 31431 

3. Tele2Exchange 27455 

4. *** 12005 

12. Other 3 
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The dataset was compiled into two heaps: 𝐷1 and 𝐷2, with data from the top 

three labels from table 1 and 2 respectively. These datasets are processed for 

language errors and empty files, removing the entries from both datasets. The 

data was then further reduced by removing stop words and stemming the text. 

The resulting final number of entries for 𝐷1 was 111 531 data points and 

165 602 data points for 𝐷2. See appendix A for the code used during the pre-

processing stage. 

4.2 Test bench for NB and DNN 

Although NB and DNN are different ML methods, the test benches for both 

uses similar testing cycles, see figure 6. The test bench first encodes the three 

labels/departments using one-hot encoding, then it takes the stratified data (data 

with even distribution of labels) and divides on:  
1

4
∗ 𝐷𝑇𝐸 for testing and 

3

4
∗ 𝐷𝑇𝑅 

for training. The test bench then inserts our data into an untrained Neural-Net 

language model described by Bengio Y. [28] et al. in order to embed the texts 

into a vector for each data point. At this point the framework for NB or DNN 

uses both vectors and encoded departments to train, finally it evaluates the 

models using both test data and training data. 

 

Figure 6. Project diagram. 

In order to test the input argument for neural network structure we manually 

adjust the configuration parameters for the train module in the diagram above. 

For the complete project code, see appendix A. 
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5 Results 
In this section, the results from the objectives introduced for this thesis: 

evaluating different network configurations, comparisons to NB, and the 

analysis of the prototype as a case management system; is presented in section 

5.1 – 5.3. 

 

5.1 Deep Neural Network configurations performances 

Using the network structure configurations described in 3.4.1, we trained using 

all stratified data from 𝐷1 and 𝐷2, for a maximum amount of time (8000 – 

16000 training steps, corresponding to 2 – 3 days), in order to get the best accu-

racy from our models. Figure 7 depicts the accuracy of the test data measured 

after every couple hundred training steps. 

 

Figure 7. Performance of four network models based on training steps. 

The results from the tests shows that three of our neural network structures fol-

lows a logarithmic curve in accuracy increase with training time. The three-

layer model, the scatter plot in blue, shows a decrease in predictive accuracy af-

ter 4000 training steps. 

A logarithmic function can be described with the following coefficients: 

𝑦 = 𝑎 ∗ log (𝑏 ∗ (𝑥 − ℎ)𝑐)  + 𝑘 (1) 
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Where 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 describes the direction of the function and its inclination,  ℎ 

pushes the function along the x-axis and 𝑘 the y-axis. We calculated these coef-

ficients and receive the following functions that represents the performance 

curves in figure 7. 

Table 3. Nonlinear functions for accuracy. 

DNN structure Accuracy function 

512x128 𝑦 = 0.194 ∗ log (2.692 ∗ (𝑥 − 341.62)0.0377)  + 0.5781 

1024x256 𝑦 = 0.1917 ∗ log (3.092 ∗ (𝑥 − 399.61)0.0137)  + 0.5927 

1024x256 W 𝑦 = 0.2153 ∗ log (2.68 ∗ (𝑥 − 373.106)0.0323)  + 0.5701 

Table 3 shows the fitted functions of three network models where x denotes 

training steps. The functions are poorly fitted for low x values and should be in 

range of 1000 < 𝑥 < 106 to give believable outputs. 

Although three of our configurations shows an increase in accuracy for indefi-

nite training time, the three layered network decrease in accuracy. We plotted 

the three-layer model in a semi-log graph to evaluate its characteristics better, 

see figure 8. In this graph we clearly see a logarithmic increase, the same as the 

others, until 4000 training steps where model behaves differently; a logarithmic 

function is shown to become linear in an x-axis semilog graph [29]. Figure 8 

following this insight, shows that a complex DNN will follow a logarithmic 

function like previously until it overfits. 

 

Figure 8. Curve analysis of three-layer model. 
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After the accuracy analysis we evaluated the minimum loss value to further 

visualize the overfitting problem of our networks. Figure 9 depicts the loss 

values during the training steps for each network configuration. Each 

configuration has different minimum locations and loss values, see each 

minimum loss value in figure. 10. 

 

Figure 9. Loss value comparisons. 

 

Figure 10. The model that achieved the minimum amount of loss. 

As can be seen in figure 10. The model that achieved the least loss was a wide 

but shallow model of 1024x256 neurons. 

49

50
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52

53

54

55

56

57

512x128 512x512x256 1024x256 1024x256 W

Minimum loss value
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In order to see how data size and training time may affect the best configuration 

so far, we used the test bench for training data and test data with the 1024x256 

network configuration, see figure 11, 12. 

 

Figure 11. 1024x256 model accuracy scores on test data. 

Figure 11 shows how a DNN model accuracy varies by data size and training 

steps.  

 

Figure 12. 1024x256 accuracy scores on training data and test data. 

Figure 12 shows that data size greatly affects the step of overfitting, i.e. when 

training data and test data shows a large separation.  
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5.2 NB and DNN comparisons 

In order to compare both NB and DNN we need to calculate the time complexi-

ties for a given data size and accuracy for both methods.  

In NB, for a training set size 𝐷, and each vocabulary attributes 𝑉 with TFIDF 

vector values 𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑙 ; we describe NB to have 𝑉 ∗ 𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑙 ;  +1 parameters. Though 

because NB assumes independence for each attribute value, the algorithm incre-

ments its count value only once for each data point. This leads to the complex-

ity: 𝑂(𝐷𝑉). [30] 

According to Akhgary [31] and Fredenslund [32], we can calculate a DNN com-

plexity by assuming that matrix computations are cubic in time complexity and 

by assuming that the optimization algorithm uses batches for propagation. For a 

neural network with layer size 𝐿𝑖 where 𝑖 ∈ {1 … 4} and 𝐿1 is the input layer 

while 𝐿4 is the output, with training steps 𝑛 and batch size 𝑏 = 128; the mathe-

matical complexity for a DNN is then described as 𝑂(𝑛𝑏 ∗ (𝐿1𝐿2 + 𝐿2𝐿3 +
𝐿3𝐿4)). 

The amount of stratified data used for this comparison was 100000 entries of 

emails. The NB accuracy is shown in table 4. 

Table 4. Data set accuracy of Naive Bayes. 

Data 

size 

1k 2k 3k 4k 5k 6k 7k 8k 9k 10k 100k 

Accuracy 

Training 

Set 

0.77±

0.04 

0.75± 

0.02 

0.753

±0.02 

 

0.755±

0.01 

0.777±

0.007 

0.773±

0.01 

0.75±0

.01 

0.77±0

.02 

0.777±

0.005 

0.76±0

.009 

79.56±

0.02 

Accuracy 

Test Set 
0.68±

0.03 

0.667

±0.04 

0.69±

0.02 

0.71± 

0.03 

0.72± 

0.006 

0.722±

0.01 

0.7± 

0.013 

0.72± 

0.02 

0.724±

0.01 

0.73± 

0.014 

76.21±

0.03 

 

We use the training steps for a minimal loss value for a 1024x256 DNN net-

work, 5000 training steps, and the resulting accuracy together with NB with the 

same data and highlight their difference, see table 5. 

Table 5. NB and DNN comparisons. 

ML method 1024x256 DNN NB 

Test Accuracy 84.2% 76.21% 

Big O complexity 2.5215 ∗ 1011 1.28 ∗ 107 
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The table shows that a DNN with our specific configuration performed better 

than NB with the same data, it also shows that using a neural network is more 

computationally intensive. 

5.3 Using the prototype as a case management system 

We show a confusion diagram to evaluate errors for each department used from 

the dataset in the thesis depicted in figure 13. It shows that each department has 

an accuracy rate higher than random. 

 

Figure 13. Model prediction confusion matrix using leaf label data. 

Using dataset 𝐷2 for the root departments is shown in figure 14. It shows simi-

lar results from figure 13, though with better results on predictions for the top-

most department. 
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Figure 14. Model prediction confusion matrix on root label data. 

Using the criteria described in section 3.4.3 and the results from 5.1, we show 

that this prototype provides better than random classification of three depart-

ments regardless of datasets used. Although only a fraction of the departments 

are used for training the models in this thesis, by inferring the email distribution 

from table 1 and 2, we see that most emails uses these departments; thus our 

prototype should cover most arriving emails, and be viable as a case manager. 
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6 Conclusions 
In this thesis, we have evaluated and processed real world data for classification 

tasks of NLP. Testing environments have been developed for Naïve Bayes clas-

sifiers and Deep Neural Networks. Both NB and DNN configurations have been 

trained for classifying labels on the collected data with comparisons between 

different neural network configurations and NB by varying complexities. Fur-

ther, the best neural network model was evaluated for its viability for use in a 

case management system. 

From the results of the DNN configuration evaluations, a DNN will not drasti-

cally overfit unless it is of certain structural complexity of three layers. Alt-

hough, as can be observed from figure 10, all models will overfit at different 

stages of training eventually; the more complex model shows a bigger effect. It 

can also be noted that the overall accuracy for other models shows no accuracy 

dipping with regards to its loss increase, this can be annotated as the model 

weights grow farther from the true labels but also becoming a more general 

classifier. This result confirms the observations of Luan Yu [9] et al., a complex 

model will have necessary structure to memorize data instead of learning it. A 

simple structure of two layers can presumably start to memorize a small data 

collection, because we keep iterating over a big collection, weights would be 

overwritten by the new data. 

The best found structure in this research is the “wide” model of 1024x256 neu-

rons according to figure 7 and 10. From the results in figure 7 we can also con-

clude that data weighted strongly will give worse results as can be shown by its 

2% decrease in accuracy compared to a similar network structure. A’fifah A 

[17] et al. suggests that we can get better results if we pad the data given to the 

DNN so that there is an even distribution of labels the model trains on by clon-

ing the minority of data labels 

Accuracies of the NB classifier shows small increase with data size but it is not 

notable. From descriptions of Bayes theorem in chapter 2.1.1 it can be realised 

that NB does not take account for the order of words nor how they affect each 

other, which could explain the observed bad performance. From a performance 

standpoint, DNN scores a higher accuracy than NB; though if we care about 

complexities or we may want to train models on end devices, we may choose to 

use NB because of its low complexity and reasonable accuracy. 

From the evaluations of the prototype as a case manager, we see that while the 

prototype succeeds in our requirement to be better than random; it is arguable if 

this is enough to be used directly as a case manager. Because of the predictabil-

ity of most case managers, we propose to use this ML method for cases that are 

safe to handle; i.e. cases with missing tags that a functioning case manager are 

unable to handle.  
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In conclusion this paper verifies the relation between structure complexity and 

overfitting in DNN.  As well as the recommended input rules for a DNN train-

ing on data by the Easit company, to train until a minimum loss value is reached 

with a 1024x256 neural network structure. We also confirm that a DNN should 

be used when unconcerned with hardware requirements, and we confirm the vi-

ability of a DNN as a case manager. 

6.1 Future work 

This project is a proof-of-concept only and further research will be conducted to 

test this prototype in a real case managing environment. We are also interested 

in more advanced network models [6][33] and comparing these with our 

standard DNN. 

6.2 Comments on ethical aspects of Machine Learning 
with neural networks 

The effect of machine learning on massive datasets is increasing our quality of 

life on a daily basis. It is used in numerous tasks autonomously in our daily life, 

i.e. internet searches, translation services, smart ads, text editors and more. 

There are also an increasing number of ethical concerns that grow as machine 

learning becomes more powerful. 

Using machine learning on natural language is a concern for the potential of 

privacy infringements. With how more and more of our lives becomes inte-

grated to the internet and social media, we leave more of our personal data in 

our wake as digital footprints. While many companies that handle personal de-

tails, usually modify them to de-identify individuals; data can still be used to 

identify people as long as they are distinguishable from other individuals. E.g. 

search patterns may be used to distinguish users. A solution would be to make 

data indistinguishable with noise, it would also make the data useless for the 

companies providing services to the users, discarding the usefulness of data en-

tirely. [34] 

Already certain models that have been trained on natural language, have 

become restricted because of the negative impact that could be induced on the 

internet. The language model GPT2 trained to predict the next words in a text, 

created by the OpenAI team, produced long sentences good enough to pass 

through most bot detection filters. For this reason the team did not release their 

large trained model for concerns of bot spamming various websites. [35] 

 

Personally I believe we should strive for further research into machine learning 

and AI, because of the improvements that this technology can bring; as well as 

safety. Limiting research would only inflame nefarious- or less concerned 

parties to drive this progress forward. In order to ensure the safety of AI, 

research into these problems should be encouraged. 
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Appendix A Pre-processing 
File Reader 

1. path = "path-to-dir"   

2. dirlist = os.listdir(path)   

3. dirlist.sort()   

4.    

5. info_text = []   

6. category_name = []   

7. type_name = []   

8. headline = []   

9. stemmer = SwedishStemmer(ignore_stopwords=True)   

10. lexicon = [] #All words   

11.    

12.    

13. #fd is foldername of a folder in the dir   

14. for fd in dirlist:   

15.     path_to_folders = os.path.join(path, fd)   

16.     print (path_to_folders)   

17.     dirlist2 = os.listdir(path_to_folders)   

18.     dirlist2.sort()   

19.    

20.    

21.     #We iterate through the subdirs   

22.     for fn in dirlist2:   

23.         path_to_file = os.path.join(path_to_folders, fn)   

24.         #print (path_to_file)   

25.    

26.         #if os.path.isfile(path_to_file):   

27.         if "beskrivning" in fn:   

28.             #print (path_to_file)   

29.             file = open(path_to_file, "r", encoding="ISO-8859-1")   

30.             line = file.read()   

31.             line = line.replace('\n', " ")   

32.             line = line.replace('\t', " ")   

33.             line = line.replace('\xa0', " ")   

34.             line = line.replace('\'', "")   

35.             line = line.replace('\'', "")   

36.    

37.             #all_words = word_tokenize(line)   

38.             #print (list(all_words))   

39.             #lexicon += list(all_words)   

40.    

41.             info_text.append(line)   

42.         elif "kategori" in fn:   

43.             #print (path_to_file)   

44.             file = open(path_to_file, "r", encoding="ISO-8859-1")   

45.             line = file.readline()   

46.             line = line.rstrip('\n')   

47.             if (line.find("/") != -1):   

48.                 line = line[:line.find("/")]   

49.             #line = line.split("/")   

50.             category_name.append(line)   

51.         elif "objekttyp" in fn:   

52.             #print (path_to_file)   

53.             file = open(path_to_file, "r", encoding="ISO-8859-1")   

54.             line = file.readline()   

55.             line = line.rstrip('\n')   

56.             type_name.append(line)   

57.         elif "rubrik" in fn:   
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58.             #print (path_to_file)   

59.             file = open(path_to_file, "r", encoding="ISO-8859-1")   

60.             line = file.readline()   

61.             line = line.rstrip('\n')   

62.             headline.append(line)   

Dataset label distribution 

1. counts = Counter(category_name)   

2. new_list = sorted(category_name, key=counts.get, reverse=True)   

3.    

4. a = set(new_list)   

5. for word, count in counts.most_common(len(a)):   

6.     print (word, count)   

LangDetect with missing values 

1. #Reads and checks for "holes" in data and languages   

2. def file_reader(path):   

3.     dirlist = os.listdir(path)   

4.     dirlist.sort()   

5.     data = {}   

6.     data["body"] = []   

7.     data["category"] = []   

8.     data["type"] = []   

9.     data["head"] = []   

10.    

11.     #language dictionary   

12.     lngs = {}   

13.    

14.     rowNr = 0   

15.     total = 290000   

16.     #fd is foldername of a folder in the dir   

17.     for fd in dirlist:   

18.         path_to_folders = os.path.join(path, fd)   

19.         #print (path_to_folders)   

20.         dirlist2 = os.listdir(path_to_folders)   

21.         dirlist2.sort()   

22.    

23.         recordNr = ""   

24.         pathString = ""   

25.         filepaths = []   

26.         #We iterate through the subdirs   

27.         for fn in dirlist2:   

28.             path_to_file = os.path.join(path_to_folders, fn)   

29.             pathString = fn   

30.             rowNr = rowNr + 1   

31.             ##If we find some missing data then we ignore the records en-

tirely to maintain consistency   

32.             if (pathString[:pathString.find('_')] != recordNr):   

33.                 if (len(filepaths) == 4):   

34.                     d_tmp = save_record(filepaths)   

35.                        

36.                     #  "Uppgiften gick lite överstyr, jag hop-

pas att du har fått allting att fungera."   

37.                     try:   

38.                         lang = detect(d_tmp["body"][0])   

39.                         if (lang == 'sv'):   

40.                             data["body"].extend(d_tmp["body"])   

41.                             data["category"].extend(d_tmp["category"])   
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42.                             data["type"].extend(d_tmp["type"])   

43.                             data["head"].extend(d_tmp["head"])   

44.                     except LangDetectException:   

45.                         #print("Unkown language: ", d_tmp["body"][0])   

46.                         lang = "unknown"   

47.                        

48.                     if lang not in lngs:   

49.                         lngs[lang] = 1   

50.                     else:   

51.                         lngs[lang] +=1   

52.                     #print (lang)   

53.                        

54.                 del filepaths[:]   

55.    

56.             recordNr = pathString[:pathString.find('_')]   

57.             #print (rowNr)   

58.             filepaths.append(path_to_file)   

59.             ##progress prints and save check-

points with pickle if there is a malfunction   

60.             if ( rowNr%(500) == 0):   

61.                 print ("{:.2f} % percentage".format((rowNr/to-

tal/4)*100) , end = '\r')   

62.                 with open('langstat.pkl', 'wb') as handle:   

63.                     pickle.dump(lngs, handle, protocol=pickle.HIGHEST_PROTO-

COL)   

64.                 with open('data.csv', 'a') as handle:   

65.                     df_tmp2 = pd.DataFrame.from_dict(data).sample(frac=1).re-

set_index(drop=True)   

66.                     df_tmp2.to_csv(handle, encoding='utf-8', in-

dex=False, sep=';')   

Stemming 

1. stemmer = SwedishStemmer(ignore_stopwords=True)   

2. lexicon = [] #All words   

3.    

4. datadict = {}   

5. datadict["body"] = []   

6. datadict["category"] = []   

7. datadict["type"] = []   

8. datadict["head"] = []   

9.    

10. df = pd.read_csv('data.csv', sep=';')   

11.    

12. rowNr = 0   

13. total = df.size/4   

14.    

15. for index, row in df.iterrows():   

16.     all_words = list(word_tokenize(row["body"]))   

17.     rowNr = rowNr+1   

18.    

19.     ##Stemming   

20.     all_words = [stemmer.stem(i) for i in all_words]   

21.     stemstring = " ".join(all_words)   

22.     datadict["body"].append(stemstring)   

23.     datadict["category"].append(row["category"])   

24.     datadict["type"].append(row["type"])   

25.     datadict["head"].append(row["head"])   

26.     if ( rowNr%(500) == 0):   

27.         print ("{:.2f} % percentage".format((rowNr/total)*100) , end = '\r')   

28.         with open('stemmed_data.csv', 'a') as handle:   
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29.             df_stemmed = pd.DataFrame.from_dict(datadict)   

30.             df_stemmed.to_csv(handle, encoding='utf-8', index=False, sep=';')   

 

 


